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Abstract
In this paper, we describe a classifier based retrieval
scheme for efficiently and accurately retrieving relevant
documents. We use SVM classifiers for word retrieval, and
argue that the classifier based solutions can be superior
to the OCR based solutions in many practical situations.
We overcome the practical limitations of the classifier
based solution in terms of limited vocabulary support,
and availability of training data. In order to overcome
these limitations, we design a one-shot learning scheme
for dynamically synthesizing classifiers. Given a set of
SVM classifiers, we appropriately join them to create
novel classifiers. This extends the classifier based retrieval
paradigm to an unlimited number of classes (words)
present in a language. We validate our method on multiple
datasets, and compare it with popular alternatives like
OCR and wordspotting. Even on a language like English,
where OCRs have been fairly advanced, our method yields
comparable or even superior results. Our results are
significant since we do not use any language specific
post-processing for obtaining this performance. For better
accuracy of the retrieved list, we use query expansion. This
also allows us to seamlessly adapt our solution to new
fonts, styles and collections.

1. Introduction
Retrieving relevant documents (pages, paragraphs or
words) is a critical component in information retrieval solutions associated with digital libraries. Most of the present
day digital libraries, use Optical Character Recognizers
(OCRs) for the recognition of digitized documents, and
thereafter employ a text-based solution for the information
retrieval. Though OCRs have become the de facto preprocessing for the retrieval, they are realized as insufficient for
degraded books [8], incompatible for older print styles [5],
unavailable for specialized scripts [14] and very hard for
handwritten documents [1]. Even for printed books, commercial OCRs may provide highly unacceptable results in
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practice. The best commercial OCRs can only give word
accuracy of around 90% on printed books [18] in modern
digital libraries. Recall of retrieval systems built on such
text is thus limited.
In this paper, we hypothesize that word images, even if
degraded, can be matched and retrieved effectively with a
classifier based solution. A properly trained classifier can
yield an accurate ranked list of words since the classifier
looks at the word as a whole, and uses a larger context (say
multiple examples) for the matching. We show, later in this
paper, that a SVM based word retrieval can give mean average precision ( mAP ) as high as 1.0 even when the OCR
based solution is limited to a mAP of 0.89. (See Figure 1
and Table 1.) Our results are significant since (i) We do
not use any language specific post-processing for improving
the accuracy. (ii) Even for a language like English, where
OCR s are fairly advanced and engineering solutions were
perfected, our simple classifier based solution is as good, if
not superior to the best available commercial OCRs .
However, there are two fundamental challenges in using
a classifier based solution for word retrieval (i)A classifier
needs good amount of annotated training data (both positive
and negative) for training. Obtaining annotated data for every word in every style is practically impossible. (ii) One
could train a set of classifiers for a given set of frequent
queries. However they are not applicable for rare queries.
In this paper we introduce a one-shot classifier learning
scheme which enables direct design of a classifier for novel
queries, without having any access to the annotated training
data, i.e., classifiers are trained for a set of frequent queries,
and seamlessly extended for the rare and arbitrary queries,
as and when required. We refer to this as one-shot learning
of query classifiers.
Recognition free retrieval was attempted in the past for
printed as well as handwritten document collections [3,
5, 13]. Primary focus has been on designing appropriate features (eg. Profiles, SIFT-BoW), distance functions
(eg. Euclidean, Earth Movers), matching schemes (eg. Dynamic Programing). Since most of these methods were designed for smaller collections (few handwritten documents
as in [13]), computational time was not a major concern.
Methods that extended this to larger collection [14, 15, 9]

Figure 1. (A) A typical page from a document image from our data set. (B) OCRs make many errors. Examples of word images and the
errors from a commercial OCR in a page. (C) Examples of a classifier based retrieval compared with OCR retrieval. OCR did not recognize
correctly the images whose OCR output are marked in red, and failed to recall. Note that the classifier based solution recalled all relevant
images correctly, whereas the OCR recalled correctly 2 out of 4 images.

used mostly (approximate) nearest neighbor retrieval. For
searching complex concepts in large databases, SVMs have
emerged as the most popular and accurrate solution in the
recent past [10]. For linear SVMs , both training and testing have become very fast with the introduction of efficient
algorithms and excellent implementations.
Training has become efficient with methods like Pegasos [16] and whitening [7]. These methods make the offline
training, and incremental/online training really fast. Training a classifier on the fly [4] is now considered as quite feasible for reasonably large image collections. (Indeed these
are still not yet comparable to the indexing schemes popularly used in the text IR tasks, specially for huge data.)
The highlights of our current work are
1. We demonstrate that the SVM based word retrieval performance is superior to that of OCRs, and also the popular nearest neighbor based word spotting solutions.
2. We design a one-shot learning scheme, which allows to
generate a novel classifier for rare/novel query words
without any training data.
3. We demonstrate that with a simple retraining (with no
extra supervision), the solution can adapt to a specific
book or collection effectively.
4. We validate the performance on multiple books and
demonstrate the qualitative and quantitative performance of the solution.

2. Accurate Classsifiers for Frequent and Rare
Queries
Our word-level retrieval scheme is a direct application
of the SVM classifier. We train a linear SVM classifier with
few positive examples and a set of randomly sampled negative examples. During retrieval, this classifier is evaluated
over the dataset images, and a ranked list of word images is
predicted.
For representing word images, we prefer a fixed length
sequence representation of the visual content, i.e., each
word image is represented as a fixed length sequence of vertical strips (of varying width according to the aspect ratio of
the word image). A set of features f 1 , . . . , fL are extracted,
where fi ∈ RM is the feature representation of the ith vertical strip and L is the number of vertical strips. For a SVM
classifier, this can be considered as a single feature vector
F ∈ Rd of size d = LM . However, we exploit the sequential nature of the feature representation for an on the
fly synthesis of the novel classifiers in Section 2.2.1.

2.1. Efficient Classifier based Retrieval
Our classifier is basically a margin maximizing SVM
classifier trained in a 1 vs rest setting. SVM gives maximum
margin hyperplane separating the positive and negative instances. For a query word xq , a SVM classifier wq (wq is
the normal vector to the maximum margin hyperplane) is
learned during the training, and for retrieval, database images are sorted based on the score wqT Fi . This evaluation
is very efficient, since it requires only d multiplications and
d − 1 additions. For frequent queries, this can in-fact be
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Figure 2. Synthesis of classifier for rare queries. (a) portions of the classifiers corresponding to “ground” and “leather” are joined to form
a classifier for great. Note that the appropriate segments are automatically found. (b) In a general setting, a novel classifier gets formed
from multiple constituent classifiers.

computed offline. However, traditional SVM implementations require many positive and negative examples to learn
the weight vector wq .

In [10], Malisiewicz et al. proposed the idea of exemplar
SVM ( ESVM ) where a separate SVM is learnt for each example. Almazan et al. [2] use ESVMs for retrieving word
images. ESVMs are inherently highly tuned to its corresponding example. Given a query, it can retrieve highly
similar word images. This constrains the recall, unless one
has large variations of the query word available. Another
demerit of ESVM is the large overall training time since a
separate SVM needs to be trained for each exemplar. One
approach to reduce training time is to make the negative example mining step offline and selecting a common set of
negative examples [17]. Gharbi et al. [6] provide another
alternative for fast training of exemplar SVM. As discussed
in [6], a SVM between a single positive point and a set of
negative points can be seen as finding the tangent to the
manifold of images at the positive point. Assuming a Gaussian distribution over feature space, the authors give closed
form expression for the normal vector to the Gaussian at
query point xq . The normal is given as Σ−1 (xq − µ0 ),
where Σ is the global covariance matrix, µ0 is global mean
vector. This expression can also be interpreted in terms of
linear discriminant classifiers(LDA) as done by Hariharan et
al. in [7]. We also assume a Gaussian distribution over the
feature space and hence, use this normal vector as an approximation of the SVM weight and use this weight vector
for retrieval. Generalized expression for LDA weights are
given as w = Σ−1 (µ+ − µ− ) where µ+ and µ− are the
means of the positive and negative examples respectively.
This simple computation makes the training extremely efficient. It requires only few d2 multiplications for the design
of specific query classifiers. Also, the same method can be
used independent of whether we have one example query or
multiple examples from query class.

2.2. Classifier design for rare queries

The number of possible words in a language can be infinite. It is not practical to build classifiers for all the possible
words. However, on a closer look, we realize that all these
words are composed from a very small number of characters, and a reasonably small set of ngrams. In many practical applications related to text processing, a finite set of
ngrams were used to cover the vocabulary, and the small
vocabulary solutions were extended to unlimited vocabulary settings. In this work, we show that the SVM classifiers
corresponding to the ngrams can be effectively composed
to generate novel classifiers on the fly. Fig 2 shows the
overview of our classifier synthesis strategy. Such synthesized classifiers, by simply concatenating ngram classifiers,
could be inferior to the directly built classifiers. (i) Due to
the nature of scripts and writing styles, the joining will not
be ideal. One should prefer larger grams for better synthesis. (ii) Classifiers for smaller ngrams could be noisy. Since
the classifiers need to be built for all the words, the overall
performance could thus be poor. We address these limitations as follows. It is well known that the queries in any
search engine follow an exponentially decaying structure
(Zipf’s law) like the frequency of occurrence of words in a
language. We build SVM classifiers (Section 3) for the most
frequent queries and use classifier synthesis only for rare
queries. This improves the overall performance. When the
synthesized classifiers are not as good as the originl one, we
further use query expansion (QE) for the refinement of the
query classifier (See Section 3). Our method does not build
artificial ngram classifiers; we use complete word classifiers
and dynamically decide what portions from what words to
be cut and pasted to create the novel classifier. We refer
to this solution as a Direct Query Classifier (DQC) design
scheme. In Section 2.2.1, we describe DP DQC, a dynamic
programming based approach for DQC synthesis.

2.2.1

DP DQC: DQC Design using Dynamic Programming

Given a set of linear classifiers Ww = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wN }
for most frequent N queries and a query feature vector xq ,
we would like to synthesize a novel classifier wq as a piecewise fusion of the parts from the available classifiers from
Ww (See Figure 2). Let us assume that there are p portions
that we need to select to form a novel classifier. Intervals
(portions) are characterized by the sequence of indices a1 ,
... ap+1 where a1 = 1 and ap+1 = L. We formulate the
classifier synthesis problem using a set of already available
linear classifiers, as that of finding the optimal solution to
max

{ai },{ci }

p a
i+1
X
X

0

wcki xkq

(1)

i=1 k=ai

where wci corresponds to the cth
i classifier that we choose
and the inner summation applies the index range (ai , ai+1 )
to use a portion from the classifier ci . The index i in the
outer summation is over the portions, and p is the total number of portions we need to consider. The solution to the
problem requires picking up the optimal set {ci } and the set
of segment indices {ai } such that the {ai } form a monotonically increasing sequence of indices.
We use LDA as the linear classifier in our DQC solution.
LDA weight wq is given as
wq = Σ−1 (µq − µ0 )

(2)

where Σ and µ0 are covariance and mean computed over
the entire dataset of word images. Since Σ and µ0 are
common for all classes, synthesizing wq requires finding
mean vector (µq ) for unknown query class. We consider
the problem of finding µq for the (unknown) query class
as the classifier synthesis problem outlined above. Let
the set of mean vectors of frequent words be defined as
Wµ = {µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µN }. We divide query vector xq into
p fixed length portions and match each cut portion xkq to the
most similar feature portion (say µkq ) of equal length from
the set Wµ . We solve the problem of selecting the optimal
set {ci } by solving for the optimal alignment of the query
feature portion xkq with the best matching portion µkci of the
mean vector µci picked from Wµ . We then combine each
of the obtained µkq to compose the mean vector µq for the
query. We ensure monotonicity of the sequence {ai } by using a fixed sequence for {ai }, thus avoiding optimization
over the set of indices {ai }.
The alignment of feature portions is done using subsequence Dynamic Time Warping(DTW) [12], which is a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm. The DTW takes care
of the variability in the different instances (word images) of
the same class. The time complexity of subsequence DTW is
O(l1 l2 ), where l1 and l2 are the length of the two sequences

given as input. In our case, the l1 is the length of each small
segment and l2 = N · d is the length of the concatenated
sequence of all the mean vectors in the set Wµ . If we use
all the known mean vectors in the set Wµ , synthesizing the
classifier for a single query could take long time. To reduce
the time complexity, we compute the normalized dot product between the query vector and all the mean vectors of the
known classes. We select the 10 most similar mean vectors
and use them in the subsequence DTW.

3. Efficient and Accurate Retrieval
When a direct classifier is used for the frequent words,
retrieval is efficient since this requires only the evaluation of
the classifiers. In practice, these are also pre-computed. For
the rare words, we use the DQC classifier which requires a
DP based selection from multiple composite classifiers. We
call this DP based classifier synthesis strategy as DP DQC .
This DP based strategy affects the efficiency and accuracy
of the solution to some extent. We now discuss two refinements to the solution which can improve the efficiency and
accuracy of the retrieval, NN DQC, which is an approximate
nearest neighbor based implementation of DQC , and use of
query expansion for adapting DQC to a previously unseen
word collection without using any new training data.
NN DQC: DQC with Nearest Neighbor indexing DP
DQC synthesis is slow because it uses DTW based alignment
of the query vector portions with the mean vectors of the
known classes. We can obtain a speed-up by using approximate nearest neighbor search instead of using DTW based
alignment . This, in principle, compromises the optimality
of the synthesis, however, in practice, it does not affect the
quality of the classifier. We consider fixed portions (length
R) of the mean vectors of all the known word classes and
build an index over all such portions using FLANN [11].
The query xq is also divided into portions of fixed length
R and the approximate nearest neighbor match of each of
these portions with the indexed portions is found using
FLANN . The so obtained nearest neighbors are concatenated to give the mean vector µq , which is then used as
in Equation (2), to compute the LDA weight wq . FLANN
has a time complexity O(RBD) when using hierarchical
k-means for indexing, where B is the branching factor and
D is the depth of the tree. This time complexity O(RBD) is
typically much smaller than O(N Rd) of subsequence DTW.
Hence DQC using NN is much faster than using subsequence
DTW .
Query expansion for DQC Classifiers which are trained
on one dataset need not perform well on another dataset due
to the print and style variations. For adapting the query to
a new collection, query expansion (QE) is used. We imple-

Dataset
D1
D2
D3

Dataset
Source
Type
1 Book
Clean
2 Books Clean
1 Book
Noisy

#images
26555
35730
4373

#queries
100
100
100

OCR
0.97
0.95
0.89

NN
0.95
0.72
0.73

Retrieval
LDA SVM
0.98 1.0
0.92 0.98
0.98 1.0

ESVM
0.96
0.72
0.86

NN DTW
0.83
0.62
0.71

Table 1. Table gives details of the datasets. It also shows comparison of various word retrieval schemes such as nearest neighbor (NN),LDA,
SVM , EXEMPLAR SVM , DTW based NN with that of OCR based retrieval. Classifier based methods (specially SVM based methods are much
superior to the OCR based solution. Performance is reported as mAP.

ment QE very efficiently. Query expansion is a concept used
in information retrieval where the seed or primary query is
reformulated to improve the retrieval performance. We use
QE to further improve the performance of DQC . An index is
built over all the database vectors and those vectors similar
to query vector xq are identified by performing approximate
nearest neighbor search over the index. The top 5 vectors
closest to the query vector are averaged to give the reformulated query vector to be used in the DQC. The reformulated
query better captures the variations of the query class. We
use FLANN for getting the approximate nearest neighbors,
thus incurring an additional cost of O(M BD) where M is
the number of vertical strips in the word image.
This is much smaller compared to the time complexity
O(N Rd) for subsequence DTW matching. Hence, adding
QE step before DQC does not cause significant increase in
computation time. However, it improves the accuracy.

4. Experiments, Results and Discussions
In this section, we validate the DQC classifier synthesis method on multiple word image collections and also
demonstrate its quantitative and qualitative performance.
Data Sets, Implementation and Evaluation Protocol
Our datasets, detailed in Table 1, comprises scanned English books from a digital library collection. We manually
created ground truth at word level for the quantitative evaluation of the methods. Note that the words are segmented using the ground truth information. The first collection (D1)
of words is from a book which is reasonably clean. On this
collection, commercial OCR (ABBYY Fine Reader 9.0) provides very high word accuracy.
We use this collection to demonstrate that our method
provides satisfactory performance on collections where the
OCR is satisfactory. Second dataset (D2) is larger in size
and is used to demonstrate the performance in case of heterogeneous print styles. Third data set (D3) is a noisy
book, and is used to demonstrate the utility of the performance of our method in degraded collections. For the experiments, we extract profile features [13] for each of the
word images. Profile features comprise of the following:
(i) Vertical projection profile, which counts the number of

ink pixels in each column (ii) Upper and lower word profile,
which encode the distance between the top (lower) boundary and the top-most (lower-most) ink pixels in each column. (iii) Background/Ink transition counts the number of
background to ink transitions in each column. All these features are extracted for 100 vertical strips. This results in a
400 dimensional representation for every word image. The
features are normalized to [0, 1] so as to avoid dominance
of any specific feature. Instead of the query log of a search
engine, which lists the frequent queries and rare queries, we
have considered the frequency of occurrence of the words in
the collection. We report the mAP score for 100 frequent
queries as the retrieval performance measure in Table 1. In
Table 1, we compare the performance of various methods
as mAP of the retrieval. The OCR scores correspond to average over all the queries in the corresponding dataset, and
are obtained by using ABBYY Fine Reader 9.0. We observed
that ABBYY 9.0 performs comparably with its more recent
versions . Some of the salient observations out of this experiment are (i) OCR performance is inferior to the SVM based
retrieval in all the cases. (ii) Faster approximation in the
form of LDA with multiple positive examples is quite close
to the performance of SVM . (iii) ESVM performs inferior
due to the use of only one example (iv) Nearest neighbor
methods (with DTW, Euclidean etc.) are inferior, in general,
to SVM . (v) Nearest neighbour with DTW may be considered as equivalent to word spotting. Therefore, one could
observe that this classifier based retrieval is superior to OCR
and the DTW based retrieval.
Note that DTW cannot be directly used in the SVM classifier since the corresponding kernel will not be positive
semidefinite, and moreover due to the computational complexity. Fig 1 depicts some of the qualitative examples of
the retrieval. As can be seen that the classifier-based retrieved images are more relevant to the query. Classifiers
are less sensitive to the degradations (eg. cuts, merges etc.)
present in the word images. Figure 3 gives more qualitative
examples of the retrieval. We show examples of classifier
based retrieval, and DQC based retrieval. We also show that
the quality of the retrieval improves with QE.
Performance of the DQC In the initial experiment, we
built classifiers for most frequent 1000 word categories. For

Dataset
D1
D2
D3

queries

Freq

100
100
100

Freq(QE)

0.99
0.98
1

Rare

0.99
0.98
1

Rare(QE)

Overall

DP

NN

DP

NN

DP

NN

0.82
0.84
0.71

0.85
0.82
0.73

0.91
0.87
0.80

0.90
0.87
0.82

0.98
0.97
0.98

0.98
0.97
0.98

Table 2. Retrieval performance: mAP scores for the evaluation of frequent and rare queries. For rare queries, mAP scores are given for DP
DQC as well as NN DQC . Notice that QE improves the performance significantly.
Query

Top 10 Retrieved Results

Figure 3. Figure shows few query words and corresponding top 10 retrieved results. First two rows show frequent query results. Row 3 Row 6 show rare query results using DP DQC . Row 7 - Row 10 show rare query results using DP DQC with QE.

D1
mAP

C
1
10
20
30

D2
mAP

D3
mAP

DP

NN

DP

NN

DP

NN

0.80
0.82
0.82
0.81

0.79
0.82
0.84
0.82

0.77
0.77
0.81
0.75

0.75
0.78
0.79
0.78

0.61
0.62
0.61
0.60

0.61
0.65
0.66
0.65

Table 3. Table shows change in retrieval performance with change in cut length. mAP values are given for both DP DQC and NN DQC. C is
the cut-length.

the rest of the words, we find that a DQC based solution is
appropriate. We implement the DQC based solution as discussed in the previous section. During the DQC evaluation,
we discard the trained classifiers and mean vectors for the
chosen query word classes. DQC synthesizes the mean vector for the query, to be used to compute the LDA classifier.
The DQC identifies the 10 most similar mean vectors (of the
remaining 900 word classes) using the normalized dot product value. Subsequence DTW is used to find the best alignment of the cut-portions of the query feature vector with the
concatenated mean vectors of the closest 10 word classes.
We observe that the DQC performs somewhat inferior to
the true classifiers designed with multiple examples. This
is partly due to the joining process associated. In our implementation, we simply concatenated the segments coming from multiple classifiers. We consider 100 frequent and
100 rare queries for the evaluation and show the results in
Table 2. One can notice that the method is superior for frequent queries. In both the cases, one can see that the query
expansion improves the performance. Improvement is sig-

nificant in the case of rare queries. When the vocabulary
covers 90% of the language, (which is relatively small for
languages like English), the overall AP can be estimated as
a weighed combination of these two mAPs. Please note that
these are pure estimates and the actual measurement can
be done only with a reasonably large query log. However, it
can be seen that the performance of the system is quite competitive and also outperforms the OCR in many situations.
In Table 3, we report the effect of variation of cut length
on retrieval performance. For smaller cut lengths, mAP is
relatively less. We can also observe that performance degrades for larger cut-length of 30. This happens because
occurrence of desired large portions(say bigram) might be
less frequent than the smaller constituent portions(say unigram).
In Fig 4, we show few page level retrieval results for
single word query and multiple words query. To observe
how DQC performs in presence of noise, we introduce noisy
versions of few query words into the dataset and perform
DQC retrieval over these query words. We degrade the im-

Figure 4. Fig(a) shows page retrieval for query ”king”. Fig(b) shows page retrieval with multiple query words. Here query words are ”man”
and ”felt”. Fig(c)shows effect of query expansion on weights synthesized for 100 queries each from the three datasets. Blue bars are for
DQC weights and Red bars are for DQC + QE weights. Fig(d) shows few example images over which noise was added artificially and query
was performed.

ages by adding Gaussian noise and by randomly performing flips for edge pixels of the words(flipping is done by
randomly changing some of the foreground edge pixels to
background pixels and vice-versa). We observe mAP of
0.81 for these noisy queries. Few sample images from the
noisy set are shown in Fig4(d). To measure the goodness
of the synthesized classifier, we compare it with the actually trained LDA classifier already available with us for the
rare words we used. The effect of QE on the goodness of
the synthesized classifier has been shown in Fig 4(c). Table 4 shows the averaged cosine distance and root mean
square error(RMSE) between the (DQC and trained) classifier weight vectors over the 100 queries. The cosine distance between actual weight wq and synthesized weight ŵq

Figure 5. Barplot shows retrieval performance of DQC for rare
queries. Improvement in mAP values with QE can be observed
for all three datasets.

w> ŵq

can be given as cos θ = kwqqkkŵq k . RMSE is the averaged
root means square error between the weight
q vectors. It can
be calculated by the formula RM S =
Dataset
D1
D2
D3

# queries
100
100
100

Pd

2
i=1 (wi −ŵi )

Cosine Distance
0.97
0.95
0.96

d

.

RMSE
0.11
0.15
0.11

Table 4. Table gives comparison between DQC weights and actual
weights for 100 rare queries. Cosine distance and RMSE are used
for comparison between the two.

We also compare effect of applying QE with DQC on all

Figure 6. Figure shows few query images and corresponding portions used in generating DP DQC classifier.

three datasets. We give corresponding results in Figure 5.
We observe that in all three cases, QE further improves performance of DQC .
In Fig 6, we show a few queries and the corresponding

portions used in synthesizing DQC .It can be seen that visually similar portions corresponding to portions of the query
word are utilized while synthesizing DQC . We also compare the average retrieval time for frequent and rare queries.
For 100 frequent queries, average query time is 2.4ms.
For 100 rare queries, DP DQC takes an average of 140ms
whereas NN DQC takes 26ms.
Discussions Our system can perform page retrieval and
support multiple keyword queries. Page retrieval is performed based on the score given by query weight to different word images present in the page. Location of word
in page can be marked using ground truth information. To
deal with multiple query keywords, weights corresponding
to all the keywords are obtained and multiple resulting lists
are combined based on the score of the word images. Images showing page retrieval and multiple keyword query are
given in Figure 4. To facilitate faster retrieval for frequent
queries, we evaluate SVM weights of frequent queries over
all the word images and store the resulting index. Hence,
classifiers need to be evaluated only for the rare queries.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have described a classifier based retrieval scheme for effectively retrieving word and document
images from a collection. We argue that the classifier based
method is superior to the OCR in practice. We introduce
a novel classifier synthesis scheme which enable design of
classifiers without any explicit training data. For this we exploit the fact that words in a language can be formed from
fewer combination of character sequences. A major disadvantage of the classifier based scheme is the difficulty in
indexing, which is important if the method needs to scale
to millions of document images. One of our future work is
to design efficient and scalable retrieval system which uses
linear SVM classifiers in the back end.
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